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Dear Colleagues,

With the recent publication of Connecting Health and Care for the Nation: A 10-Year Vision to Achieve an
Interoperable Health IT Infrastructure (http://healthit.gov/sites/default/files/ONC10yearInteroperabilityConce
ptPaper.pdf), ONC is now launching a collaborative process to engage stakeholders in the development
of an Interoperability & Exchange roadmap. This is precisely the sort of interactive engagement that many
of you have expressed a need for, and now with the framework provided by the 10-year vision, there is an
articulated “end point” to which such a roadmap will lead.

There will be a variety of forums for engaging in the roadmap conversation, but one of the most important areas
for collaboration is with state HIT-HIE leaders such as yourselves, to get input about your highest
priority areas for interoperability and exchange required to address to support delivery and payment.
It is not an overstatement to describe ONC’s broadening view of interoperability and exchange as a game changer
for States and the work being done in the field by your local colleagues, so your perspective on how ONC can
support your key use cases is essential.

The timeline, of course, is tight. We are going to convene a State Engagement meeting in Washington in
late August: Wednesday, 8/27/14, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. We’ll have a series of conversations by phone, before
meeting in person, to focus and prioritize the day so that we make the most of our time together, and then follow
up calls to summarize findings from the group, which I’ll then synthesize for a formal report which will be made
public. We’ll have the whole process documented and posted online so that even if folks can’t make all the calls,
you can participate asynchronously. (See note below about restrictions on participation.)

Engagement about What?
The focus of the engagement with State leaders will be primarily in three areas:
1. Technical infrastructure and Policies for 3 year goals - what do States believe needs to be done now with
current infrastructure and policies to accelerate the ability to Send, Receive, Find & Use essential health
information across the care continuum? You are asked to consider and provide input on any of the
following list of technical and policy actions:
a. Further constraints of the MU Core Data Set to "standardize the standards;"
b. Constraints on the structure and content of C-CDA templates and candidate C-CDA focus areas for
prioritization;
c. Development of a federated Provider Directory infrastructure and refinement of standards to support
same;
d. Best approaches for accelerating wide adoption of transport-standard agnostic (i.e., both SMTP and
HTTP-based) exchange of C-CDAs and other standardized content;
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e. Best approaches for supporting/expanding transport-standard agnostic clinical care coordination
and case management infrastructure, potentially including early adoption and piloting of C-CDA 2.0
care plan standards;
f. Best approaches for supporting/expanding health, healthcare, and human services IT systems
interoperability & exchange (e.g., cross-walk/mapping of NIEM and HL7/IHE standards and
profiles);
g. Other critical focus areas you would nominate for consideration;
h. Governance for Patient Matching, Alerts, Direct, Query, Provider Directories; and
i. Financial incentives or requirements from Medicare, Medicaid and commercial payers.
2. Technical infrastructure and Policies for 6 year goals - what needs to be done with current infrastructure
and policy now to get to the 6 year vision (critical steps/milestones)?
3. Critical priorities for delivery system and payment reform – are there other critical priorities (use cases or
technical infrastructure/capability) that should be reflected in the Interoperability & Exchange roadmap that
are critical to enabling delivery system and payment reform over the next 3-6 years?

Engagement with who?
This effort is being led by ONC’s Office of Care Transformation (Directed by Kelly Cronin, staffed by John
Rancourt, supported by me) on behalf of Interoperability & Exchange Portfolio Director, Erica Galvez, who is
leading the road map work for Dr. DeSalvo. The State Engagement will also include representatives and subject
matter experts from the Office of Standards & Technology, the Office of Policy, and the Office of Programs. They
will be available both during the pre-meeting process and to participate in the meeting as SMEs.

OK, I’m interested. Now what?
If you want to participate, please register using the form at this link: https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1iwDbRBeVrAw0poK7kvTD3dd_9sWGRtfgh11zNS5yL4/viewform?usp=send_form Space at the in-person meeting is
limited, so participation will be on a “first come, first served” basis. While any interested State employee is
welcome, we request that state leadership determine the most appropriate representation. Unfortunately, ONC
does not have any funds to support travel expenses for this meeting. We will have dial-in capacity for the
meeting for virtual attendees.

Not so interested
This outreach mailing is to a large set of combined ONC and CMS lists of state contacts. If you wish to be taken
off the list, please email me and I’ll be happy to take you off.

Anything else I should know?
Because of restrictions related to the Federal Advisory Committee and Paperwork Reduction Acts, this State
Engagement process must be limited to State officials/employees. Obviously you have many partners,
contractors, grantees, and others who could contribute to the interop roadmap conversation, and you may wish to
meet with partners and other HIT-HIE stakeholders in your state as you participate in the Engagement process,
to bring those perspectives to the conversation, but non-State employees may not participate in our calls or
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meeting. (The registration form includes space for you to list others whom you think should be kept informed
about the roadmap process as it unfolds, and while we cannot convene them, we will add them to the list of
stakeholders so that they are aware of how and when they can contribute to the roadmap.) We regret the level of
complexity these rules impose on the State Engagement conversation, but this is such an important opportunity
for gathering input from the field, we are proceeding as best we can within the guidelines of Federal law and
regulation.

Input on the road map from the State Engagement will be combined with other streams of stakeholder input that
will all eventually be presented to the Policy & Standards Committees in the fall. There will likely eventually be
some kind of formal roadmap publication with a 30 day or similar comment period to follow. It’s all still a little
fluid at the moment, but given the timeline, I wanted to be in touch before all those details are fully set to get the
August 27 meeting and pre-meeting calls on your radar.

The development of the roadmap itself will be a very open, transparent process, probably facilitated by a wiki or
similar collaboration tool, so participants in the State Engagement process, along with other stakeholders, will be
privy to the roadmap’s iterations over the summer. As such, your conversations during this State Engagement
process will be grounded in and informed by the context of that evolving roadmap document.

Finally, one other process point: while the ultimate output will be made public, the content of the State
Engagement conversations will remain private States/Feds discourse. It is permissible for this process to result
in consensus findings from the States, which could be a powerful combined voice in the roadmap discussions,
but it is not necessary to reach a consensus outcome, nor does ONC wish to drive the process to a particular
outcome. The summary findings and public documentation will reflect whatever outcome the group achieves.

Thank you for taking the time to review this long email and for considering participating in the State Engagement
on the Interoperability & Exchange Roadmap. Please do not hesitate to write me with follow up questions or
concerns. And if you’re interested, please click on over to the link to formally register: :
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/1iwD-bRBeVrAw0poK7kvTD3dd_9sWGRtfgh11zNS5yL4/viewform?
usp=send_form

- Hunt
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